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Abstract. This paper simply describes the architecture of HfutEngine3D team.
This year we use the released code form UT and add ourselves decision
information. Additionally, we use CMA-ES method and closed-loop control
method of an omnidirectional walking model of humanoid robots which based
on Cerebellar Mode Articulation Controller (CMAC) to achieve a steady and
fast omnidirectional walk.

1 Introduction
In RoboCup China 2005, we came into RoboCup 3D Simulation League for the first

time. Early 3D league was sphere form and we focused on the accuracy of calculation of
three-dimensional physical virtual circumstance. At the same time, research of the
Middleware SPADES (System for Parallel Agent Discrete Agent Simulation) was also very
important. We get 10th place in RoboCup China 2005, 12th place in 2006. In 2007s, new
version of server was released, which included new Fujitsu HOAP-2 simulation robot
instead of old sphere robot. The new server brought many changes as well as new
challenges such as, Joint Control, State Detect and etc.. After months hardwork, our team
featured some new controlling ideas and its humanoid motion worked very well.
HfutEngine3D got 7th in RoboCup China Open 2007 in Oct.. We also got 3rd in RoboCup
Iran Open 2008 and 5th in RoboCup China Open 2008. In July 2008, we attended in
RoboCup 2008 in Suzhou. It was the first time for us attended in RoboCup. We have
advanced into the top 16. Later we got the 3th place in 2010 in RoboCup,and the 6th in
2012. And we got the 5th in RoboCup China Open 2017. In 2018 we reached 2rd place in
RoboCup China Open. This paper introduces HfutEngine3Ds features and implementation.

Section 2 briefly describes the teams main modules. Section 3 introduces some of our
team’s characteristic. Section 4 tries to show our process based on Cerebellar Mode
Articulation Controller to achieve a steady and fast omnidirectional walk. The last section
is about our plan of future work.



2 TeamArchitecture
According to Peter Stones layer learning method, we design four learning modules

for the team. They are InformationHandle, MotionHandle, WorldmodelHandle and
StrategyHandle.
The InformationHandle takes charge of communication with server, it includes

network controlling, message parsing and command queue building.
WorldmodelHandle contains several states updating and some calculating of motions
key parameters like whether robot is falling down. MotionHandle is designed to
control Joints to finish quite complex task. StrategyHandle is the brain of robot which
is based on non-goalie idea and dynamic assignment.

As 3D server is working in C/S mode, we get message from InformationHandle module
firstly. After parsing the message, WorldmodelHandle module updates all of the states
including joints state, game state and object state(ball, itself, teammates, op-ponents and
etc.). StrategyHandle module analyzes current situation and then chooses one tactic with
the best benefit. To achieve the strategy, the robot should also make a series of joints
commands to perform motions finished by MotionHandle module, joints commands will
be put into the command queue. At last, InformationHandle module gets command from
command queue. Fig.1. describes HfutEngine3D’s running flow. Generally, the running
flow is based on sense-think-act cycle.

Fig.1. HfutEngine3D main running flow in about one cycle

3 Team Characteristic

3.1 Self-Localization
We only need three position vectors about the relationship between flags and our

robot to calculate its self-position. The robots x-coordinate will be calculated by
length-ways and two flags, while the y-coordinate will be given by transverse two
flags (It is known that any three flags of field s arrange have two ones in lengthways
and two ones in transverse, so we choose the closest three flags generally).



Fig.2. Self-Location and Calculating the Hight

In Fig.2, parameters d1, d2 and d3 denote the distance between robot and Flag1,
Flag2 and Flag3, which are included by vision information. We can draw a triangle
with field width, d1 and d2 in level. With the triangle, we can calculate the
ycoordinate. Moreover, we get the x-coordinate by another triangle with field length,
d1, d3. At last, we use the x-coordinate and the y-coordinate to get robots height. It
can also be obtained by forward kinematics when the robot is standing.

3.2 Filtering
In the early versions of server, client can get completely accurate visual

information,so we can get accurate coordinates. While after some updates, the noise
jamming is added. The visual information got from server is no longer accurate.In
order to reduce the error and get the accurate coordinates of position, we use Kalman
filtering algorithm to process the data.Comparing the coordinates before and after
filtering, we believe that the filtering is effective.

3.3 Kinematics
The detailed parameters of the robot are quite important to the robot’s development.

With these parameters we can construct forward kinematics and inverse kinematics. In
our team, forward kinematics is used to get the position of joints, even the height of
robot. While inverse kinematics is often used to calculate the joint angle after walking
gait planning.

3.4 3D Linear Inverted Pendulum
In the latest version of HfutEngine, we use 3D linear inverted pendulum to plan the

Walking pattern. It can make robots walking faster and more stable without falling down
too often. The following equation is the key to the planning of walking pattern:

The equation of y-coordinate is the same as the one below. We can use this equation
to calculate the x-coordinate and y-coordinate of the torso, moving foot and holding



foot as the time changes. Then, use inverse kinematics functions to get the angle of
each joint, and then apply these angles that have calculated, the robot can be able to
walk more perfectly.

3.5 Shift Velocity Walking
Sometimes, our robots may directly walk to a random point. What we need to do is

just controlling the accelerating and decelerating work period. The following is the
characteristics of walking what we want our robot to make:
1. Dynamicly calculate the acceleration based on the distance to target andangle.
2. Detect the change of target, dynamicly switch different action.
3. Predict possible stance in all walking period including walking distance,velocity
and the slowdown point.

To smoothing the shift process, we construct a logarithm function which is based on
distance.

When calculating the slowdown point, we need to predict the max velocity the robot can
reach. After analyzing from experimental data, we use a quadratic function to pre-dict the
max velocity. Here are three groups of data:(d1,Vm1), (d2,Vm2), (d3,Vm3).

3.6 Actions
We add some actions in the latest version, such as kicking balls from the front or

side. With the help of 3D Linear Inverted Pendulum, robots can make some complex
actions. To cooperate with these actions, we also add some simple Articial Intelligence
to help robots determine where and when to do the actions.

Fig.3. Dynamic gait planning

As an example, in Fig.3, we can see in the previous version, when robot(the big R in Fig.3)
gets the ball’s position and the target position, it adjusts its facing angle then walks directly
to the ball. In our recent version, robot can get the path curve to the ballwith its facing
angle, the ball’s position and the target position. That will save time to get to the target
and increase the accuracy of shoots.



3.7 Decisions
We make some functions for robots to decide their next movements. These functions are

divided into two categories, individual decisions and team decisions. Robot relies on its
self-location and the ball’s position to decide what individual decision it takes.
Team decisions are used to control formation transform and other movements. To sum
up, team decisions govern the formation, and individual decisions decides the speci al
movement of individual robots.

3.8 Research on Gait Parameters Optimization
In order to achieve a fast and stable gait, we did it with a humanoid robot helix model
algorithm based on the covariance matrix adaptive evolution strategy (CMA-ES). In
the walking optimization process, the optimization task is first divided into three sub-
areas. Each optimization group's CMA-ES algorithm optimizer is designed according
to different learning objectives. Each optimization group's learning is combined with
the new requirements based on the optimization results of the previous optimization
group to perform spiral iterative optimization, and ultimately achieve the established
learning goals. In order to obtain the best parameter value. This method uses the NAO
robot model as an object and applies it to the HfutEngine simulation 3D team. The
robot's related gait test data shows that this method has better results.

3.9 Toolkits Development
We developed a Controller to control the rotation angle of robots’ joint. It's easy for

user to use sliders and spins to control the angles of joints. By using this controller, we
can simulate the status of robot in motion. The tool is connected to the simulation
server through a TCP socket. After change the sliders’ position and spins’ status,
clicking the ‘send’ button, robot’s joints would rotate to the angle that we set before. It
was developed by Qt 5, and it can be executed in Linux.

Fig.4. HfutEngine3D RoboController



4 Experiments in CMAC
This year we use a closed-loop control method of an omnidirectional walking model of

humanoid robots which based on Cerebellar Mode Articulation Controller (CMAC).The
cubic spline interpolation method were used to plan the foot space trajec-tory, and built the
Double Linear Pendulum (D-LIP). Subsequently, the trunk and foot poses were applied to
compute the current joint angle value of the robot legs. Mean-while, the sensor information
according to the CMAC model can be modified the angle value in the Inverse Kinematics
to achieve a steady and fast omnidirectional walk.

5 FutureWorks
At present, we are doing some research about using DDPG-algorithm(Deep

Deterministic Policy Gradient) to make humanoid robot learning how to walk by itself. We
have successfully applied for National innovation and Entrepreneurship Project about that
research. By far, we are working on this research and it’s progressing smoothly.

After that, we plan to keep working on the optimization of Long-Distance Kicking and
strategy optimazing. And we still want to develop our tools for the robot debug and design
a good algorithm for planning the cooperation of robots. We still have a long-range goal to
achieve.
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